Men fight, live, love and die, bravely, as the side of empire sweeps on. In the most dramatic setting Nature ever created... a mighty pageant of adventure sweeps across the screen in vivid new Technicolor.

with SABU • RAYMOND MASSEY
DESMOND TESTER
ROGER LIVESEY
VALERIE HOBSON

And a Cast of 3,000 • Directed by ZOLTAN KORDA
From a story by A. E. W. MASON • Released thru United Artists

LIVING... LOVING... FIGHTING...TO THE BEAT OF A SAVAGE DRUM!
A thrilling epic of adventure beyond the perilous Khyber Pass, where East meets West on its own terms, and no roles held.

DRUMS
IN TECHNICOLOR
with SABU and a cast of 3,000
Made only thru UNITED ARTISTS
A MOVIE QUIZ CONTEST PICTURE!
TO YOU...and all those brave women who come up with their men into far-away outposts and bring with them the grace and sweetness they've left behind...

Life on the frontier... when each day may be the last... made into one of the stirring action dramas of the year.

Alexander Korda presents

DRUMS
IN GLORIOUS TECHNICOLOR

with SABU - RAYMOND MASSEY
DESMOND TESTER - ROGER LIVESEY
VALERIE HOBSON - And a Cast of 3,000
Directed by ZOLTAN KORDA - From a story by A. E. W. MASON
RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS

THEATRE

Ad No. 23C - Three Col. x 104 lines
(Mat. 45)

A WOMAN ALONE...In the Land of Strange Hatreds and Strange Loves

An epic of man's daring and women's devotion in the heart of India's barbaric borderland.

Alexander Korda presents

DRUMS
IN GLORIOUS TECHNICOLOR
with SABU - RAYMOND MASSEY
and a cast of 3,000
Released thru UNITED ARTISTS

THEATRE

Ad No. 26A - One Col. x 77 lines
(Mat. 15)
Her WEDDING MARCH was the savage beat of the tribesmen's drums!

A thrilling panorama of swift, exciting action... of a strange and fatal friendship... magnificently presented in Technicolor

Alexander Korda PRESENTS

DRUMS

IN GLORIOUS TECHNICOLOR

with SABU, RAYMOND MASSEY, DESMOND TESTER, ROGER LIVESEY, VALERIE HOBSON

And a Cast of 3,000 • Directed by ZOLTAN KORDA
From a story by A. E. W. Mason
Released thru United Artists

THEATRE

Ad No. 19D—Four Col. x 141 lines

IF WE LIVE...
The savage life on the frontier... when each day may be the last... made into one of the most stirring action dramas of the year.

Alexander Korda PRESENTS

DRUMS

IN GLORIOUS TECHNICOLOR

with SABU
Raymond MASSEY • Desmond TESTER
Roger LIVESEY • Valerie HOBSON

And a Cast of 3,000 • Directed by ZOLTAN KORDA
From a story by A. E. W. Mason. Released thru United Artists.
"COME ON... if you dare!"

To the romance of faraway places and the savage adventure of empire building... A boy's gratitude and a brave woman in love play their part in a grim drama on India's farthest frontier... its stirring action and soothing humanity made unforgettable vivid in the beauty of new Technicolor.

Alexander Korda PRESENTS

DRUMS

In Glorious Technicolor

WITH SABU • RAYMOND MASSEY • DESMOND TESTER • ROGER LIVESEY • VALERIE HOBSON

And a cast of 3,000 • Directed by ZOLTAN KORDA

From a story by A. E. W. MASON • Released thru United Artists

THEATRE

Ad No. 146—Five Col. x 109 lines

MAT . 75

Alexander Korda PRESENTS

DRUMS

IN GLORIOUS TECHNICOLOR

...Deep in the heart of mysterious India they found the dangerous life they loved... a thrilling drama of a woman's courage and a boy's friendship... magnificent in Technicolor...

WITH SABU • RAYMOND MASSEY • DESMOND TESTER • ROGER LIVESEY • VALERIE HOBSON

And a Cast of 3,000

Directed by ZOLTAN KORDA

From a story by A. E. W. MASON

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS

THEATRE

Ad No. 246—Three Col. x 80 lines
THE TIDE OF EMPIRE
SWEEPS ON...

in the Action Drama of the Year!

DRUMS
IN GLORIOUS TECHNICOLOR

Superb in the tradition of “Lives of a Bengal Lancer” and all the colorful romantic adventures of mysterious, unconquered India, Alexander Korda has created a stirring drama of a brave woman’s love and a boy’s gratitude...magnificent in the new Technicolor.

DRUMS
WITH SABU
RAYMOND MASSEY
DESMOND TESTER
ROGER LIVESEY
VALENTINE HOBSON

And a cast of 3,000
Directed by ZOLTAN Korda

From a story by A.E.W. Mason • Released thru United Artists

THEATRE

Ad No. 21C—Three Col. x 154 lines
(May 45)
...the surging saga of a woman's love and a boy's friendship

Alexander Korda presents

**DRUMS**

IN GLORIOUS TECHNICOLOR

Against the stirring background of England's farthest frontier and its savage hordes, the mightiest drama of the year unfolds... magnificent in the new Technicolor.

with

**SABU**

RAYMOND MASSEY

DESMOND TESTER

ROGER LIVESEY

VALERIE HOBSON

And a Cast of 3,000

Directed by ZOLTAN KORDA

From a story by A.E.W. MASON

Released thru United Artists

**THEATRE**

Ad No. 18D—Four Col. x 156 lines
(Mar. 15)

A MIGHTY EPIC OF ADVENTURE BEYOND THE KEYBER PASS

The saga of brave men and valiant women... their life, their love... in the barbaric borderland of India.
COURAGE! We will be ready!

When the drums call to action and the smouldering hatreds of East and West burst into flame...a galloping, thrill-packed tale of romance and adventure in the treacherous heart of India brings you once more...SABU.

Alexander Korda presents
DRUMS
IN GLORIOUS TECHNICOLOR

Raymond MASSEY • Desmond TESTER
Roger LIVESEY • Valerie HOBSON

With SABU

Directed by ZOLTAN KORDA
From a story by A. E. W. MASON
Released by United Artists

HEARTS THAT BEAT TO THE SOUND OF A SAVAGE DRUM!

Men who must battle for their lives...women who must fight for their love...is a mighty saga of conquest on India's frontier.

Ad No. 170—Four Col. x 159 lns.
(Mat. 16)

DRUMS
in Technicolor
with SABU, RAYMOND MASSEY and a cast of 2,000
Released by the UNITED ARTISTS

Ad No. 355—One Col. x 68 lns.
(Mat. 15)
Brave Men...

AND THE BRAVE WOMEN WHO FOLLOW THEM!

Go with them...through the Khyber Pass! Watch the bitter struggle between East and West. Thrill to the love story of a brave woman who followed her man among seething tribes. A majestic episode in the historic drama of India.

Alexander Korda presents

DRUMS

IN GLORIOUS TECHNICOLOR

with

SABU, RAYMOND MASSEY, DESMOND TESTER, ROGER LIVESAY, VALERIE HOBSON

And a cast of 3,000. DIRECTED BY ZOLTAN KORDA
FROM A STORY BY A. J. W. MAISON
RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS

See real British Troops fight where they battled long ago to win an Empire.

Go to the feast where dining was only a prelude to betrayal...and fear rose in the hearts of the bravest!

THEATRE
Fight to the Beat of a Drum

Heroes and their women... in the savage drama of a far frontier. A flaming thrill-packed story of violence, love and high adventure in the fastness of passionate India... superbly produced in the new Technicolor.

Alexander Korda presents

DRUMS

In Glorious Technicolor

with

SABU • RAYMOND MASSEY

DESMOND TESTER
ROGER LIVESEY
VALERIE HOBSON

And a Cast of 3,000 • Directed by ZOLTAN KORDA
From a story by A. E. W. MASON

THEATRE